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Introduction to the Teacher
	 Grammar	involves	learning	the	rules	of	how	words	are	combined	to	form	sentences.	it	
includes	understanding	the	relationship	of	words	to	other	words,	using	the	correct	words,	and	
using	the	correct	forms	of	words	(singular/plural	nouns	and	verbs,	pronoun	gender,	verb	tense,	
positives,	comparatives,	and	superlatives	of	adjectives	and	adverbs,	possessive	case,	etc.)	in	
the	correct	order.	
	 The	sentence	 is	 the	basic	element	of	both	oral	and	written	communication.	not	only	
can	changing	a	word	completely	change	the	entire	meaning	of	the	sentence	(example	1),	but	
changing	the	order	of	words	can	also	change	its	meaning	drastically	(example	2).
	
	 Example 1:	 The	baby	is	asleep.
	 	 	 The	baby	is	awake.
	 Example 2:	 Sarah	bit	the	dog.
	 	 	 The	dog	bit	Sarah.

	 Correct	 capitalization	and	punctuation	are	also	an	 interrelated	and	 important	part	of	
proper	grammatical	usage	essential	for	students	to	communicate	effectively	in	writing.			
	 a	 simple	 thing	 like	 the	 placement	 of	 a	 comma	 (example	 3)	 or	 addition	 of	 quotation	
marks	(example	4)	can	radically	change	the	meaning	of	a	sentence.
 
 Example 3:	 dr.	Jones,	the	patient	arrived	an	hour	ago.
	 	 dr.	Jones,	the	patient,	arrived	an	hour	ago.
 Example 4:	 The	coach	admitted	his	star	player	was	unhappy	after	yesterday’s	game.
	 	 “The	 coach,”	 admitted	 his	 star	 player,	 “was	 unhappy	 after	 yesterday’s	

game.”

	 Books	 in	the	Daily Skill Builders: Grammar	series	are	designed	to	 increase	students’	
ability	to	use	correct	grammar	both	orally	and	in	written	communications	in	their	schoolwork	and	
in	their	everyday	lives.	as	students	develop	their	knowledge	and	understanding	of	grammatical	
usage,	punctuation,	and	capitalization,	their	ability	to	communicate	verbally	and	in	writing	will	
also	improve.	encourage	students	to	use	dictionaries,	thesauruses,	and	other	reference	sources	
when	working	on	activities.	after	all,	a	student	can’t	use	a	word	correctly	if	he	or	she	does	not	
know	its	meaning.

Topics Covered

The	activities	in	this	book	focus	on	skills	that	enable	students	to:
	 	 •	 	 identify	the	basic	parts	of	speech	and	use	them	correctly	in	sentences;
	 	 •	 	 practice	sentence-writing	skills;
	 	 •	 	 form	singular	and	plural	nouns	and	verbs;
	 	 •	 	 form	singular	and	plural	possessive	forms	of	nouns	and	pronouns;
	 	 •	 	 form	present,	past,	and	future	tense	of	regular	and	irregular	verbs;
	 	 •	 	 match	nouns	and	pronouns	in	gender,	case,	and	number;	

introduction	to	the	Teacher
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	 	 •	 	 choose	the	correct	homophone;
	 	 •	 	 choose	the	correct	word	between	pairs	of	words	often	confused;
	 	 •	 	 recognize,	write,	and	use	compound	words	and	contractions;
	 	 •	 	 differentiate	between	subjective,	objective,	and	possessive	pronouns	and	use	 the	

correct	form;
	 	 •	 	 write	synonyms	and	antonyms	for	words;
	 	 •	 	 recognize	that	some	words	can	be	more	than	one	part	of	speech;
	 	 •	 	 become	familiar	with	idioms	and	proverbs;
	 	 •	 	 write	positives,	comparatives,	and	superlatives	of	adjectives	and	adverbs;	
	 	 •	 	 write	complete	sentences	with	subjects	and	predicates	in	agreement;	
	 	 •	 	 use	correct	punctuation	and	capitalization.	

Suggestions for Use

	 each	activity	page	is	divided	into	two	reproducible	sections	that	can	be	cut	apart	and	
used	separately.	activities	could	be	used	in	class	as	warm-ups	or	for	review	either	with	a	group	
or	 individually.	Transparencies	 of	 the	 activities	 can	 encourage	 student	 participation	 as	 they	
follow	along	when	a	new	concept	is	introduced.	extra	copies	can	be	kept	in	your	learning	center	
for	review	and	additional	practice,	or	copies	can	be	distributed	as	homework	assignments.	

Organization

	 activities	 are	 arranged	 by	 skill	 level	 and	 topic	 and	 are	 progressively	 more	 difficult.	
activities	build	on	knowledge	covered	earlier	in	the	book.

	 Since	standardized	 testing	 is	an	 important	component	of	education,	 review	activities	
provide	practice	in	standardized	test-taking	formats.	This	helps	students	become	familiar	and	
comfortable	with	the	format	and	provides	test-taking	practice.	

	 The	 table	of	contents	 identifies	 the	skills	 that	students	use	 to	complete	each	activity.	
review	pages	reinforce	what	students	learned.	an	answer	key	is	provided	at	the	end	of	the	
book.	

	 Standards	matrixes	for	selected	states	are	provided	on	pages	vi–viii.	These	give	teachers	
the	specific	 reading,	writing,	 and	 language	convention	standards	 that	are	 covered	by	each	
activity	in	this	book.	a	list	of	the	national	eLa	Standards	as	supported	by	nCTe	and	ira	can	
be	found	at	[http://www.ncte.org/about/over/standards/110846.htm].

Introduction to the Teacher (cont.)

introduction	to	the	Teacher
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

activity	1:	define	Grammar/activity	2:	identify	Common	and	Proper	nouns

ACTIvITy 1   Define Grammar

Grammar	involves	learning	the	rules	of	how	words	are	joined	to	form	sentences.	it	includes	
using	the	correct	words	and	the	correct	forms	of	words.	Correct	capitalization	and	punctuation	
are	also	part	of	grammar.

Write	what	the	word	grammar	means	to	you.	

Give	three	reasons	why	grammar	is	important	for	you	to	learn.	

ACTIvITy 2   Identify Common and 
Proper Nouns
Nouns are	words	that	name	people,	places,	things,	or	ideas.	
Common nouns do	not	name	specific	people,	places,	or	things.
	 Examples:	hamster,	radio,	lawyer,	and	town	are	common	nouns.
Proper nouns name	specific	people,	places,	or	things.
 Examples: Joa,	Lincoln	Memorial,	and	Statue	of	Liberty	are	proper	nouns.
always	capitalize	proper	nouns.

Circle	all	of	the	nouns.	above	each	noun,	write	“C”	for	common	or	“P”	for	proper.

		1.	 Joey	plans	to	visit	his	grandparents	in	Sidney,	australia.

		2.	 His	grandparents	moved	there	last	March.

		3.	 australia	is	a	continent	south	of	the	equator.

		4.	 The	poisonous	blue-ringed	octopus	lives	in	reefs	off	the	coast.	 	

		5.	 Joey	hopes	to	see	kangaroos,	wombats,	bandicoots,	dingoes,	and	maybe	even	a	platypus	

or	Tasmanian	devil	during	his	visit.		 	 	 	
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 4   Use Common and Proper 
Nouns in Context
Write	sentences	using	the	words	given.	Use	three	or	more	nouns	in	each	sentence.	Underline	
all	of	the	nouns.	above	each	noun,	write	“C”	for	common	or	“P”	for	proper.

		1.	 (hamster)	

	 	

		2.	 (Greg)		

	

		3.	 (Michigan)		

	

		4.	 (porch)		

	

		5.	 (mayor)		

	

ACTIvITy 3   Write Common and 
Proper Nouns
Common nouns	do	not	name	specific	people,	places,	or	things.

Proper nouns	name	specific	people,	places,	or	things.	always	capitalize	proper	nouns.

		1.	 Write	five	common	nouns	that	name	people.	 		 	

	 		 		

		2.	 Write	five	common	nouns	that	name	places.	 		 	

	 		 		

		3.	 Write	five	common	nouns	that	name	things.	 		 	

	 		 		 	

		4.	 Write	five	proper	nouns	that	name	people.	 		 	

	 		 		

		5.	 Write	five	proper	nouns	that	name	places.	 		 	

	 		 		 	

		6.	 Write	five	proper	nouns	that	name	things.	 		 	

	 		 		

activity	3–4:	Write/Use	Common	and	Proper	nouns
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 5   Identify Concrete and 
Abstract Nouns
	 •	Concrete nouns	 name	 people	 or	 things	 that	 can	 be	 seen,	 heard,	 tasted,	 smelled,	 or	

touched.	 Examples: porch,	porpoise,	Peter,	and	park	
	 •	Abstract nouns	 name	 ideas.	They	 are	 things	 you	 cannot	 see,	 hear,	

taste,	smell,	or	touch.	 Examples: fear,	love,	friendship,	and	trust
	 •	a	word	can	be	more	than	one	type	of	noun.
	 	 	 	 Jill	is	both	a	proper	noun	and	a	concrete	noun.

Write	“C”	for	concrete	or	“a”	for	abstract	to	label	each	noun.

		1.				 		dedication	 	 5.				 		aroma	 	 	 			 		9.		 		shoelace	

		2.				 		door	 	 	 	 6.				 		crash	 	 	 	 10.			 		alaska

		3.				 		honesty	 	 	 7.				 	 quarter		 	 	 11.			 		pride

		4.				 		dishonesty	 	 8.				 		curiosity	 			 	 12.			 		intelligence

Write	a	sentence	using	two	abstract	nouns	not	listed	above.

ACTIvITy 6   Classify Nouns

Write	the	nouns	from	the	list	in	the	correct	sections.	all	words	fit	in	more	than	one	category.

	 Cecelia	 	 	 ceiling		 	 chills	 	 	 people	 	 pins	 	 	 poverty
	 property		 	 terror	 	 	 Terry	 	 	 Tuesday	 	 turtles		 	 wand	
	 weather		 	 William	 	 wisdom	 	 wizard		 	 world	 	 	 worries

    Common       Proper     Concrete        Abstract 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

activity	5:	identify	Concrete	and	abstract	nouns/activity	6:	Classify	nouns
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 8   Write Present Tense of
Active verbs
Verb tense tells	when	an	event	happens,	happened,	or	will	happen.	Verb	 tense	 tells	when	
someone	does,	did,	or	will	do	something.	Present tense	means	something	happens	now	or	
someone	does	something	now.
	 	 	 	 Examples:		 Shirley	sings.			 Herman	hums.	

Write	a	present	tense,	active	verb	to	complete	each	sentence.

		1.	 Fred	 	flat	tires.

		2.	 Greg	 	flowers.

		3.	 you	 	home	after	school.

		4.	 Our	teacher	 	us	too	much	homework.

		5.	 Mort	 	very	often.

		6.	 Patti	 	the	piano.

		7.	 The	cat	 	the	tree.

		8.	 The	dragon	 	fire.

ACTIvITy 7   Identify Active verbs

a	verb	is	a	word	that	tells	what	something	does	or	that	something	exists.
Active verbs	tell	what	nouns	(people,	places,	or	things)	do,	did,	or	will	do.
	 Examples:	hop,	skip,	and	jump
a	sentence	can	contain	more	than	one	verb	and/or	more	than	one	noun.

Underline	the	nouns	that	tell	who	or	what	did	something	and	write	them	in	the	“Who	or	What”	
column.	Circle	the	verbs.	Write	the	verbs	in	the	“did	What”	column.	
             Who or What    Did What
		1.	 My	cousin	found	a	large	snake.	 	 			 		
		2.	 The	snake	shed	its	skin.	 	 	 	 			 		
		3.	 not	all	snakes	hatch	from	eggs.		 			
		4.	 Kay	wrote	and	directed	the	play.		 			 						
		5.	 The	audience	stood	and	clapped.	 			 		
		6.	 everyone	enjoyed	the	play.	 	 	 			 					
		7.	 Wendy	watched	the	walrus	waddle.	 	 	
		8.	 did	Joe	hit	a	home	run?	 	 	 	 			
		9.	 Why	can’t	ostriches	fly?	 	 	 	 			

activity	7:	identify	active	Verbs/activity	8:	Write	Present	Tense	of	active	Verbs
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 10   Write Past Tense of 
regular verbs
Past tense	indicates	something	happened	or	someone	did	something	before	now.	To	write	the	

past	tense	of	regular	verbs,	add	-ed	to	the	end	of	the	word.

	 Examples:		connect	–	connected	 	 	 add	–	added	 	 	 frown	–	frowned

if	the	verb	ends	in	an	e,	drop	the	e,	and	add	-ed.

	 Examples:		hike	–	hiked	 	 love	–	loved	 	 smile	–	smiled	

Write	sentences	on	another	sheet	of	paper	using	the	past	
tense	of	the	verbs	listed.

		1.		 enjoy		 		 	 	 	 	 5.	 move	

		2.	 walk		 		 	 	 	 	 6.	 rain

		3.	 wiggle		 	 	 	 	 	 7.	 laugh

		4.	 watch	 	 	 	 	 	 8.	 tickle
	

ACTIvITy 9   Write Future Tense of verbs

Future tense	indicates	something	will	happen	or	someone	will	do	something	later.
	 Examples:	i	shall	find	your	glasses.	Will	you	put	them	in	a	safe	place?

Form	the	future	tense	of	verbs	by	combining	a	present	tense	verb	with	will or	shall.	Change	the	
verb	to	future	tense	and	rewrite	each	sentence.

		1.	 i	go	to	new	york.	

		2.	 They	sing	in	the	chorus.

	

		3.	 i	take	my	hamster	for	a	walk.

	

		4.	 The	engineers	fixed	the	problem.

	

		5.	 Flowers	grew	in	my	garden.	

	

	

activity	9:	Write	Future	Tense/activity	10:	Write	Past	Tense	of	regular	Verbs
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 12   Use Linking verbs
in Context
Inactive verbs	are	often	used	as	linking	verbs.
	 	 	 Examples:		Fred	and	Fern	are	running	late	again.	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Fred	was	running	late	yesterday.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Fern	will	probably	be	running	late	again	tomorrow.

Write	a	linking	verb	with	an	active	verb	to	complete	each	sentence.

		1.	 The	worms	 	in	the	garden.

		2.	 The	whale	 	in	the	ocean.

		3.	 in	the	sky,	clouds	 .

		4.	 We	 	for	the	rain.

		5.	 The	sky	 	darker.

		6.	 The	ants	 	home	before	the	rain	begins.

		7.	 My	aunts	 	a	big	party.

		8.	 My	uncles	 	fishing.

ACTIvITy 11   Use Inactive verbs 
in Context
Inactive verbs	express	a	state	of	being.	Forms	of	the	verb	to be	(is, am, are, was, were, be, 
and	been)	are	the	most	common	inactive	verbs.
	 	Examples:		Fred	is	late	today.
	 	 	 	 	 Fred	was	late	yesterday.	
	 	 	 	 	 Will	Fred	be	on	time	tomorrow?

Write	an	inactive	verb	to	complete	each	sentence.
		1.	 Max	and	Connie	 	my	cousins.
		2.	 Connie	 	older	than	me.
		3.	 Max	 	adopted.
		4.	 i	 	younger	than	Max.
		5.	 i	 	at	the	lake	by	8:30	to	meet	Max	and	Connie.
		6.	 We	 	at	the	lake	last	Saturday.
		7.	 They	 	happy.
		8.	 Max	 	shorter	than	Connie.
		9.	 We	have	 	at	the	lake	many	times.
10.	 Have	you	 	to	the	lake	lately?

activity	11:	Use	inactive	Verbs	in	Context/activity	12:	Use	Linking	Verbs	in	Context
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 14   Identify Inactive verbs/
Write Sentences
Inactive verbs	are	usually	followed	by	a	word	or	words	that	tell	more	about	the	subject	of	the	
sentence.		Examples:		 Glenda	looks	hungry.	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Charlene	felt frightened	and	lonely.	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 dora	is	my	sister.	
Inactive verbs	are	often	followed	by	an	adjective	that	describes	the	subject	of	the	sentence.
	 	 	 Example: i	felt	sick	while	we	were	on	the	boat.	(inactive)	
Active verbs	are	often	followed	by	a	noun.
	 	 	 Example:	i	felt	the	wind	in	my	hair	while	we	sailed.	(active)

Write	an	adjective	after	the	inactive	verb	that	tells	more	about	the	subject.
		1.	 does	angie	feel	 ?
		2.	 The	storm	sounded	 .
		3.	 does	the	pie	taste	 ?
		4.	 you	seem	 .	 	
		5.	 do	the	melons	smell	 ?
		6.	 did	the	dragon	look	 ?
		7.	 The	knight	was	 .
		8.	 The	hamsters	were	 .
		9.	 Uncle	Joe’s	whiskers	felt	 .	

ACTIvITy 13   Use Inactive verbs 
in Context

Inactive verbs	express	a	state	of	being.	inactive	verbs	can	be	singular	or	plural	(is/are).	They	
can	be	present,	past,	or	future	tense	(am/was/will	be).	Some	verbs	like	feel,	sound,	taste,	look,	
appear,	grow,	seem,	and	smell	can	be	active	or	inactive.	inactive	verbs	are	often	followed	by	
an	adjective	that	describes	the	subject	of	the	sentence.	Examples:	i	feel	happy	today.	

Underline	the	inactive	verb	in	each	sentence.

		1.	 The	trees	look	taller	each	year.

		2.	 The	band	seemed	ready	to	begin	the	concert.

		3.	 The	audience	appeared	tired	of	waiting.

		4.	 The	concert	sounded	too	loud.

		5.	 do	the	fresh	tomatoes	taste	good?

		6.	 norma	felt	cold.

		7.	 The	cookies	smelled	delicious.

		8.	 José	looked	happy	about	his	grades.

activity	13:	Use	inactive	Verbs/activity	14:	identify	inactive	Verbs/Write	Sentences
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 16   Identify Sentences and 
Sentence Fragments
•	 a	sentence	is	a	word	or	group	of	words	that	expresses	a	complete		

thought.	 	 Example:	nancy	dances.		 	
•	 always	capitalize the	first	word	of	a	sentence.
•	 a	fragment	is	a	group	of	words	that	does	not	express	a	complete	
	 thought.	 	 Example:	Before	sunrise

Write	“y”	for	yes	or	“n”	for	no	to	show	if	each	group	of	words	is	a	sentence.	
add	a	period	to	the	words	that	are	complete	sentences.

		1.			 		 Tina	ran	away	 	 	 		8.	 		 Walking	to	school

		2.			 		 Jake	juggled	 	 	 	 		9.	 		 Sally	hops

		3.			 		 Only	in	July	 	 	 	 10.	 		 did	the	hamster

		4.			 		 So	much	alike	 	 	 11.		 		 across	the	lake	on	skis	

		5.			 		 Snakes	slither	 	 	 12.		 		 Seashells	on	the	beach

		6.			 		 alone,	after	dark		 	 13.		 		 Winning	isn’t	everything	

		7.			 	 Far	from	the	ocean	 	 14.		 		 When	the	leaves	fell		

ACTIvITy 15   review Active and 
Inactive verbs

Underline	the	verbs.	Write	“a”	for	active	verb	or	“i”	for	inactive	verb.

		1.	 	 Jody	felt	the	cold	rain	on	her	head.

		2.		 		 Jody	felt	cold	in	the	rain.

		3.	 		 Joe	sounded	the	alarm.	

		4.	 		 Joe	sounded	tired.	

		5.	 		 The	dish	ran	away	with	the	spoon.

		6.	 		 Blossoms	grow	on	fruit	trees.

		7.	 		 Sarah	grew	impatient	with	her	brother.

		8.	 		 your	flute	solo	sounded	fantastic.

		9.	 		 a	large	shadow	appeared	on	the	window.

10.	 	 The	shadow	seemed	scary	to	Brenda.

11.	 		 Brad	smelled	the	skunk.

12.	 		 The	skunk	smelled	terrible.		

activity	15:	review	active	and	inactive	Verbs/activity	16:	identify	Sentences/Fragments
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name:	

date:	

name:	

date:	

ACTIvITy 18   Identify exclamatory 
Sentences
Exclamatory sentences	show	surprise	or	strong	feelings.	They	are	usually	short	and	always	
end	with	an	exclamation	point.		 Examples:	 Stop	right	now!		 Watch	out!

add	the	correct	punctuation	at	the	end	of	each	sentence.

		1.	 Stay	back	 	 	 	 	 	 		6.		 Watch	out	for	that	skunk

		2.	 Save	your	money	 	 	 	 		7.		 don’t	touch

		3.	 Stop		 	 	 	 	 	 	 		8.		 Call	an	ambulance

		4.	 do	it	right	now		 	 	 	 		9.		 Come	right	now

		5.	 Help		 	 	 	 	 	 	 10.		 The	fog	is	getting	thicker

ACTIvITy 17   Write Declarative and 
Imperative Sentences
a	declarative sentence	states	a	fact	or	provides	information.	a	declarative	sentence	ends	with	
a	period.	 	
	 	 	 Examples:		 Venus	is	often	called	the	morning	star.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Pedro	prepared	pizza	for	Paco.

Write	a	declarative	sentence	on	another	sheet	of	paper	for	each	pair	of	words.

		1.	 (dinosaurs,	roamed)	

		2.	 (baseball,	play)	

		3.	 (spotted	lizards)		 	

Imperative sentences	are	commands.	They	tell	someone	what	
to	do.	imperative	sentences	end	with	a	period.		
	 	 	 Examples:	 Brush	your	teeth	after	you	eat.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 you	must	finish	your	homework	before	you	leave.

Write	an	imperative	sentence	on	another	sheet	of	paper	for	each	pair	of	words.

		4.	 (you,	wash)		 	 		5.	 (climb,	carefully)		 	 		6.	 (watch,	baby)	

activity	17:	declarative	and	imperative	Sentences/activity	18:	exclamatory	Sentences
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name:	

date:	
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ACTIvITy 20   review end of Sentence 
Punctuation
add	the	correct	punctuation	at	the	end	of	each	sentence.
		1.		 did	your	puppy	learn	any	new	tricks
		2.	 What	a	great	trick
		3.	 How	did	he	do	that
		4.	 you	should	train	your	puppy	not	to	bark	so	much
		5.	 Stop	barking
		6.	 Many	people	prefer	dogs	rather	than	cats	as	pets

Circle	“T”	for	true	or	“F”	for	false.
		7.	 T		 F		 a	fragment	does	not	express	a	complete	thought.	
		8.	 T		 F		 interrogative	sentences	end	in	an	exclamation	point.
		9.	 T		 F		 a	sentence	can	be	one	word	long.
10.	 T		 F		 Some	sentences	do	not	need	any	punctuation	at	the	end.
11.	 T		 F		 an	imperative	sentence	ends	with	a	question	mark.
12.	 T		 F		 a	declarative	sentence	states	a	fact.

Write	an	imperative	sentence.	

ACTIvITy 19   Write Interrogative 
Sentences
Interrogative sentences	ask	questions.	an	interrogative	sentence	ends	with	a	question mark.	
	 	 	 Examples:		Can	you	lift	this	piano?	 How	did	you	get	so	strong?

Write	interrogative	sentences	that	include	the	words	listed.	Use	a	question	mark	at	the	end	of	
the	sentences.

		1.	 will	

	

		2.	 would	

	

		3.	 should	

	

		4.	 could	

	

		5.	 might	

	

activity	19:	interrogative	Sentences/activity	20:	end	of	Sentence	Punctuation
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Activity 1 (p. 1)
answers	will	vary.

Activity 2 (p. 1)
		1.	 Joey	=	P;	grandparents	=	C;	
	 Sidney,	australia	=	P
		2.	 grandparents	=	C;	March	=	P
		3.	 australia	=	P;	continent	=	C;	
	 equator	=	C
		4.	 octopus	=	C;	reefs	=	C;	coast	=	C
		5.	 Joey	=	P;		kangaroos,	wombats,	
	 bandicoots,	dingoes,	platypus,	
	 devil,	visit	=	C		 	 	

Activity 3 (p. 2)
answers	will	vary.	Check	for	correctness	
and	capitalization.

Activity 4 (p. 2)
Sentences	will	vary.

Activity 5 (p. 3)
		1.	 a	 	 		2.	 C	 	 		3.	 a	 		
		4.	 a	 	 		5.	 C	 	 		6.	 C	 		
		7.	 C	 	 		8.	 a	 	 		9.		C	
	10.	C	 	 11.	 a	 	 12.	 a
Sentences	will	vary.

Activity 6 (p. 3)
Common:	property;	weather;	ceiling;	
terror;	chills;	people;	wizard;	pins;	
turtles;	world;	wand;	wisdom;	poverty;
worries
Proper:	Cecelia;	William;	Terry;	Tuesday
Concrete:	Cecelia;	property;	ceiling;	
William;	 Terry;	 chills;	 people;	 wizard;	
pins;	turtles;	world;	wand	
Abstract:	weather;	terror;	wisdom;	
Tuesday;	poverty;	worries

Activity 7 (p. 4)
		1.	 cousin	(found)	 	
		2.	 snake	(shed)		 	
		3.	 snakes	(hatch)
		4.	 Kay	(wrote;	directed)	
		5.	 audience	(stood;	clapped)	
		6.		everyone	(enjoyed)	
		7.		Wendy	(watched);	walrus	(waddle)
		8.		Joe	(did	hit)
		9.		ostriches	(can	fly)

Activity 8 (p. 4)
answers	will	vary.

Activity 9 (p. 5)
		1.		 i	will	(or	shall)	go	to	new	york.
		2.		They	will	(or	shall)	sing	in	the	
	 chorus.

		3.		 i	will	(or	shall)	take	my	hamster	for	
	 a	walk.
		4.		The	engineers	will	(or	shall)	fix	the	
	 problem.
		5.		Flowers	will	(or	shall)	grow	in	my	
	 garden.

Activity 10 (p. 5)
answers	will	vary.

Activity 11 (p. 6)
answers	will	vary.	Check	that	verbs	used	
are	inactive	and	fit	in	the	sentences.

Activity 12 (p. 6)
answers	will	 vary.	Check	 that	students	
used	linking	verbs.

Activity 13 (p. 7)
		1.		 look		 	 		2.		seemed	
		3.		appeared	 		4.		sounded
		5.		 taste	 	 		6.		 felt	 	
		7.		smelled	 	 		8.		 looked

Activity 14 (p. 7)
answers	 will	 vary.	 answers	 should	 be	
adjectives.

Activity 15 (p. 8)
		1.	felt,	a	 		2.	felt,	i	 		3.	sounded,	a
		4.	sounded,	i		5.	ran,	a			6.	grow,	a
		7.	grew,	i	 		8.	sounded,	i
		9.	appeared,	a	 10.	seemed,	i	
11.	smelled,	a	 12.	smelled,	i

Activity 16 (p. 8)
		1.		yes			 		2.		yes	 	 		3.		no	
		4.		no	 	 		5.		yes	 	 		6.		no	
		7.		no	 	 		8.		no	 	 		9.		yes	
10.		no	 	 11.		no	 	 12.	 no	
13.		yes	 	 14.		no

Activity 17 (p. 9)
Sentences	will	vary.

Activity 18 (p. 9)
Some	variation	may	occur.
Use	an	exclamation	point	after	1,	3,	5,	
6,	and	8.
Use	a	period	after	2,	4,	7,	9,	and	10.

Activity 19 (p. 10)
Sentences	will	vary.

Activity 20 (p. 10)
		1.		?	 	2.		.	 	3.		?	 		4.		.	 		5.		!	 		6.		.
		7.		T	 	8.		F	 	9.		T	 10.		F	 11.		F	 12.		T
Sentences	will	vary.

Activity 21 (p. 11)
		1.		Carla	(painted	the	bedroom,	kitchen,	

and	bathroom.)	 	
		2.		after	he	slept	for	nine	hours,	Jason	

(felt	much	better.)
		3.	 after	 lunch,	 Tori	 and	 emily	 (went	

swimming.)
		4.		My	grandmother	(wore	a	large	straw	

hat	in	the	garden.)
		5.		Silver	bells	and	cockle	shells	(grow	

in	Mary’s	garden.)		
		6.		 (Can)	 a	 hamster	 (learn	 to	 do	

tricks?)

Activity 22 (p. 11)
answers	will	vary.

Activity 23 (p. 12)
		1.		stars	 	 		2.		steps	
		3.		seagulls			 		4.		sparrows
		5.		suns	 	 		6.		sons	
		7.		sounds	 	 		8.		shirts	 	
		9.		wishes	 	 10.		 fusses
11.		dishes	 	 12.		brushes	 	
13.		arches	 	 14.		benches
15.		 taxes	 	 16.		grasses	

Activity 24 (p. 12)
		1.		canaries		 		2.		buddies	
		3.		flies		 	 		4.		stories	
		5.		delays	 	 		6.		arrays	 	
		7.		Tuesdays	 		8.		guppies	
		9.		ways	 	 10.		ponies	
11.		 ladies	 	 12.		 toys
13.		cries	 	 14.		dandies	
15.		 fries		 	 16.		dyes

Activity 25 (p. 13)
		1.		 lives		 		2.		heroes	 		3.		mice
		4.		scarves	 		5.		cattle	 		6.		scissors
		7.		people	 		8.		potatoes			9.		 teeth
10.		 jeans	 11.		elves	 12.		deer
13.		oxen	 14.		 leaves	 15.		knives
16.		 loaves

Activity 26 (p. 13)
answers	will	vary.	Check	spelling.

Activity 27 (p. 14)
		1.		sigh		 		2.		wishes	 		3.		 runs	
		4.		 roar		 		5.		grow	 		6.		 falls	
		7.		answer	

Activity 28 (p. 14)
		1.		S	–	band	 		2.		S	–	audience	
		3.		P	–	children	 		4.		S	–	journey	
		5.		S	–	roof	 		6.	 P	–	brothers	and	i
		7.		S	–	door		 		8.		P	–	ducks	
		9.		S	–	it	 	 10.		S	–	brother
Verbs	will	vary.

Answer Keys

answer	Keys




